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NY 6476 has advised that during the period October, 1969, through December, 1970, LOUIS JONES, 60 E. 34th St., NYC, has been active in the affairs of the Books for Cuba Committee, NYC, which Committee collects technical books for transmittal to Cuba. NY 6476 has also advised that JONES is known to some officials of the Cuban Mission to the United Nations (CMUN), NYC.

On 10/30/69, PRI JOHN WILLIAM STROMAN furnished information that LOUIS JONES, 60 E. 34th St., NY, NY, 10016, telephone 685-4116, was one of the members of the New York Regional of the Venceremos Brigade (VB) as of 10/3/69.

On 7/8/70, NY 6476 advised that LOU JONES had stated, on that date, that he was spending most of his time "doing paper work" for the 3rd Contingent of the VB but that he holds no position regionally or nationally.

On 7/30/70, LA 5843-PSI stated that LOU JONES, VB National Committee, New York City, recently advised that he is conducting business from 60 E. 34th St., NYC.

The Spring, 1969, Catalog of the Alternate U., 69 W. 14th St., NYC, concerning course and instructors offered by the school during the period 5/26/69 to 7/19/69, in describing the course, "The Revolutionary Process in Cuba" states, in part, "LOUIS JONES, Co-ordinator-Psychology Professor at U. of Havana and technical advisor for the Cuban Ministry of Education, 1961-66".